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Abstract: Conservation prioritization is dominated by the threat status of candidate species. However, species differ markedly in the shared genetic information they embody, and this information is not taken into account if species are prioritized by threat status alone. We developed a system of prioritization that incorporates both threat status and genetic information and applied it to 9546 species of birds worldwide. We devised a simple measure of a species’ genetic value that takes into account the shape of the entire taxonomic tree of birds. This measure approximates the evolutionary history that each species embodies and sums to the phylogenetic diversity of the entire taxonomic tree. We then combined this genetic value with each species’ probability of extinction to create a species-specific measure of expected loss of genetic information. The application of our methods to the world’s avifauna showed that ranking species by expected loss of genetic information may help preserve bird evolutionary history by upgrading those threatened species with fewer close relatives. We recommend developing a mechanism to incorporate a species’ genetic value into the prioritization framework.
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Introduction

The most widely recognized system to determine the threat status of a species is the IUCN (World Conservation Union) Red List (Gärdenfors et al. 2001). The IUCN Red List provides scientific decision-making guidelines with which to assign species into categories of threat based on threshold values of population parameters, such...
as range of occurrence and population decline (Mace & Lande 1991). The categories, indicating decreasing risk of extinction, are critically endangered (CR), endangered (EN), vulnerable (VU), lower risk/conservation dependent (LR/cd), lower risk/near threatened (LR/nt), and least concern (LC). Although it was not intended as a prioritization metric, the lack of a globally accepted alternative means that the IUCN Red List status or other threat status measures are often seen as being synonymous with conservation priority (Possingham et al. 2002; Avise 2005). Categorizations used in this way assume that all species are of equal worth except for their threat status.

Species differ substantially in the amount of unique genetic information they embody (May 1990; Vanewright et al. 1991; Faith 1992; Crozier 1997). Several metrics have been developed to capture genetic variation (reviewed in Diniz 2004). If species were ranked for conservation purposes based on these metrics, resources would be preferentially allocated to those species that embody disproportionately large amounts of unique genetic information above those with many close relatives.

May (1990) discusses the genetic value of species in relation to the conservation of tuataras (\textit{Sphenodon} spp.). He cites a study by Daugherty et al. (1990) that suggests that there are two species of tuatara within the suborder Rhynchocephalia, the sister group to Squamata (the snakes, lizards, and amphisbaenians, a group containing over 6000 species); these two tuatara species are thought to represent 0.3–7% of the unique genetic information found in both suborders (Vanewright et al. 1991). Until 1990 all tuatara were considered a single species (\textit{Sphenodon punctatus}) that was “neither rare nor endangered” (Williams & Given 1981). Prior to its recognition as a full species, the Cook Island Tuatara \textit{S. gutber} became extinct in one of only two sites where it occurred (Daugherty et al. 1990). The IUCN now ranks \textit{S. gutber} as vulnerable. There are, however, 100 species in Squamata and Rhynchocephalia with the same threat rank and 65 that are deemed more threatened.

Nevertheless, if a prioritization system that explicitly incorporated genetic distinctness had been applied earlier to this species, it is likely that the taxonomic uncertainty would have been resolved, perhaps preventing the loss of key populations. We propose and evaluate a potential prioritization system.

Meffe and Carroll (1997) suggest that evolutionary and ecological value should be the key components of any system that assigns conservation priority. Evolutionary importance, however, is difficult to quantify because of problems such as difficulties in determining what constitutes “evolutionarily significant units” (e.g., Erwin 1991) and the relationship between phenotypic and genetic variation (e.g., Diniz 2004). In our heuristic analysis, we applied the precautionary principle and sought to maximize genetic distinctness.

Promoting species for conservation priority based solely on high levels of genetic information would fail, in the opposite way from that which led to \textit{S. gutber}’s demise, by potentially ignoring those species in greatest peril (Possingham et al. 2002). Nevertheless, by calculating the expected loss of genetic information for a group of species, which is the product of the probabilities of extinction and a value of genetic diversity, the two approaches can be combined (Witting et al. 1994). We applied this thinking to the bird species on the IUCN Red List.

Little is known about how threat status and measures of genetic diversity are related. Previous work suggests that species with high levels of unique genetic information are more likely to be threatened (e.g., Purvis et al. 2000). This suggests that prioritization based solely on threat status may also capture genetic uniqueness, but the overlap between ranking species for their genetic value and by threat has yet to be quantified. Therefore, we carried out a comparative assessment to determine whether threat status and expected loss of genetic information produce similar rankings of taxa. We asked whether species in higher threat categories embody more genetic uniqueness and how the rankings of bird species are different if they are ranked by a prioritization metric that combines statutes and genetic value, as suggested by Witting et al. (1994), as opposed to one based on their threat status alone.

**Methods**

**Study System and Evolutionary Tree Considerations**

Following von Euler (2001), we used Monroe and Sibley’s (1993) 13-level taxonomy of 9702 bird species to estimate the shape and branch lengths of the evolutionary tree for the global avifauna. Node ages were estimated using a calibration factor of $\Delta T_{H_{0}} = 1.0 = 4.7$ million years (MY) (Sibley & Ahlquist 1990), which is consistent with a hypothesized Eoaves-Neoaves split at approximately 130 MY (Cooper & Fortney 1998; for alternative dates see, e.g., Feduccia [1995]). The tree was produced from a manual analysis of the taxonomy (see Crozier et al. [2005] for advances in automating this step). Because this is a heuristic analysis, we considered a tree based on Monroe and Sibley appropriate due to its relative simplicity and wide taxonomic coverage.

Each species in the tree was allocated a threat-status category from the IUCN Red List (downloaded from www.redlist.org). We used only the major threat categories, with the three LR/cd and all LR/nt species condensed into the lower-risk category, which left us with five categories in total: CR, EN, VU, LR, and LC. We designated any species classified as CR, EN, or VU as threatened and any LR or LC species as unthreatened. We used Avibase (Lepage 2005) as a reference to resolve categorization disputes due to name changes. Species
Assigning Extinction Probabilities to Threat Categories

The threshold probability of extinction (criterion E) can be used, under the IUCN Red List Guidelines, to assign species to the three threatened species categories (IUCN 2001). Species that have a predicted probability of extinction $p_e > 0.5$ in 10 years are designated CR, those with $p_e > 0.2$ in 20 years are designated EN, and those with $p_e > 0.1$ in 100 years are designated VU. Ideally, extinction probabilities are estimated for each species based on a standardized approach, such as population viability analysis (PVA). In anticipation of future precision and to allow quantitative comparisons among species in the absence of such data, we used the criterion E value to assign $p_e$ values to each bird species.

To do this, we first extrapolated the extinction probabilities to a common time scale (here, 100 years). Because such extrapolations are problematic (Kindvall & Gårdenfors 2003), we also calculated values of $p_e$ for categories CR and EN based on published $p_e$ data derived from full PVAs (O’Grady et al. 2004). We compared these values to our extrapolations. There were an average of 12 bird-species values for the CR and EN categories, always at the 100-year time frame. For the EN category the $p_e$ value was qualitatively very similar to the extrapolated $p_e$ calculated by assuming extinction risk remains constant over 100 years (mean 0.315 vs. extrapolated 0.328). For CR the mean value of probability of extinction suggested that a lower score was more appropriate (mean 0.786 vs. extrapolated 0.999). The category VU has a designated criterion E value of 0.1 over a 100-year period, so there was no need to extrapolate.

For LC species there is no associated $p_e$ value in the IUCN guidelines. Therefore, we hypothesized that approximately 0.01% or 7 out of the approximately 7000 LC species will go extinct within 100 years. This seems a reasonable estimate because over the next century the extinction rate could be 10 times higher than the current rate (Pimm et al. 1995) and because over the previous 100-year period approximately two previously extant species became extinct (Ectopistes migratorius, Conuropsis carolinensis).

Finally, we fit a power curve ($r = 0.007x^{12.34}$, $r^2 = 0.999$) to these four probability measures to interpolate a $p_e$ for the LR category, which assigned LR species a $p_e$ of 0.02. Our measures are heuristic only; the approach we apply below can be used for any set of species with associated $p_e$ values. It is also possible to perform a sensitivity analysis to measure the effect of assigning different probability values to the categories. This would be an important step if a system, such as the one we suggest, were put into practice.

Assigning Species Genetic Distinctness Values

Based on the average age of each taxonomic level (Sibley & Ahliquist 1990), the global evolutionary tree of avifauna contains approximately $79.9 \times 10^9$ years of evolutionary history (EH; Nee & May 1997). We apportioned this history among all the species, based on their position in the tree, with an equal-splits approach:

$$ES = \frac{\sum_{j=1}^{r} B_j}{\prod_{k=1}^{r} (d(k - 1) - 1)}$$

where $j$ is the internal node on direct path from $i$ to root ($r$), $B_j$ is the edge length from internal node $j$ to $j - 1$, and $d(k)$ is the degree (three for bifurcation) at node $k$.

The equal-splits approach divides the evolutionary time represented by a branch equally among its daughter branches. The sum of the equal-splits value from every taxonomic level is the estimated amount of evolutionary time each species embodies (Fig. 1). This measure reflects how evolutionarily isolated a species is and therefore approximates how genetically distinct it is from the other species in the tree.
Our measure differs from calculating PD (Faith 1992) and genetic diversity (Crozier 1992) for a single species. A PD value for a species is calculated either as the distance from the species to the root, which is the same for all species, or its age, or pendant edge value (Altschul & Lipman 1990) (i.e., the length of the branch from the tip to where it joins the tree). Our measure distributes the entire tree among all its constituent species. Under a simple model of tree production (Hey 1992), equal-two values are positively correlated with pendant edge scores (Spearman's correlation coefficient, $\rho = 0.71, p < 0.05$; 100, 16-taxa trees). This correlation is not perfect and shows that these two measures incorporate different information. Clearly, where the species joins the tree is a key factor in determining its equal-two score, but the value also depends on the length of all branches between it and the root and the number of species that share those branches with the focal species at each node.

Indeed, this is its strength. More of the total evolutionary history of the clade is apportioned to those taxa that have long pendulous edges, are members of species-poor clades, and that diverged from the tree near its root. The equal-two measure captures more information about how isolated that species is on the tree, weighing more isolated species more highly. In this way, it takes into account the evolutionary redundancy present in the surrounding tree, giving greater value to species whose genetic history is not shared with many other species. The measure also apportions the entire tree uniquely among its tips, such that the sum of the equal-two measure across the tips equals the total PD of the tree (Pauplin 2000; Semple & Steel 2004). For the global avifauna the distribution of equal-two scores is highly skewed and could not be normalized with any common transformation. Therefore it was used in this analysis in an untransformed state.

Relationship between Equal Splits and Probability of Extinction

To test how genetic distinctness and threat are related, we used Monte Carlo simulation, a nonparametric approach that uses resampling with replacement (in the Poptools program; Hood 2004). We created a distribution, based upon 10,000 random samples from all 9,546 bird species, of the summed equal-two values from 1,090 species to estimate the population mean $\mu$ and variance $\sigma^2$. This group size corresponds to the total number of species from the categories CR, EN, and VU. The null hypothesis is that any difference between the sum of the equal-two values observed in the 1090 IUCN threatened bird species and the estimated population mean is due to chance. Therefore, the number of samples taken that exceeded the observed total seen in threatened species, can be divided by the number of replications (in this case 10,000) to give a “true” probability of the likelihood of the observed value occurring by chance.

We also modeled the distribution of species within the threatened (VU and worse) and nonthreatened (LR and LC) categories by applying a logistic regression with equal two as the covariate (see Purvis et al. 2000). This was done to test whether a logistic model containing equal two adequately described whether a species was designated as threatened or not, thus assessing the strength of the relationship between threat status and genetic distinctness.

We then created five more distributions (again $n = 10,000$) for total equal-two in groups of species with the same size as each of the five IUCN categories (158, 291, 641, 716, 7740). Using the same assumptions, we calculated how many samples exceeded the observed amount of summed equal-two values, seen in each threat category, with the null hypothesis that any variation was due to chance.

Incorporating Evolutionary Values into Conservation Prioritization

The species-specific expected loss of evolutionary history (EL) was calculated using an equation modified from the one used to determine expected loss of evolutionary
history for groups of species (Witting et al. 1994; Weitzman 1993, 1998):

\[ EL = ES_i \cdot Pe_i, \]  

(2)

where \( ES_i \) is the evolutionary history embodied by species \( i \) and \( Pe_i \) is the probability that the species \( i \) will become extinct within the time frame of interest.

All species were then ranked by expected loss and again separately by IUCN threat category. We compared the two rank orders to determine the percentage of overlap in species at five different points in the rank sequences. These points were the first 158, 449, 1090, and 1806 species, corresponding to the group sizes of CR, CR, and EN, all threatened species, and threatened and LR species. Finally, we used two cumulative distributions of evolutionary history values (expected loss and threat) to determine the difference in history captured at the same five points in the ranking sequence.

**Results**

The avian tree is highly imbalanced (von Euler 2001), and as a result species-specific PD was highly skewed, with 73% of species having values lower than the mean (Fig. 2). The mean was 8.319 MY (SD = 4.79 MY). *Struthio camelus* (Southern Ostrich) had the highest value, 92.31 MY, due to its basal and monotypic status.

Threatened species embodied more evolutionary history than expected by chance (Monte Carlo, \( n = 10,000, p < 0.001 \)). This relationship did not seem to be influenced specifically by any of the threat categories (i.e., CR, EN, VU; Monte Carlo for the three subsamples \( n = 10,000, all p > 0.05 \)).

Equal splits significantly but poorly predicted whether a species was threatened or not (logistic regression, pseudo \( r^2 = 0.01, p < 0.05 \)). Although there was more evolutionary history embodied by threatened species than expected in a group size, the difference only represented a 3.8% increase over the population mean or 348 MY (0.4% of the PD of the entire tree) more evolutionary history in threatened species than expected.

As a point of comparison, if the most threatened species were also the most distinct, giving a perfect positive correlation between level of threat and evolutionary history embodied, then there would be 20,939 MY more evolutionary history in the 1,090 threatened species (a 229% increase over the mean) than evolutionary history in 1,090 species chosen at random.

Family species richness was a different but related measure to equal splits (Spearman’s correlation coefficient, \( \rho = 0.196, p < 0.001 \)). The weak positive correlation suggests the two measures captured different information. Family species richness also significantly but poorly predicted whether a species was threatened or not, yielding qualitatively similar results to equal splits (logistic regression, pseudo \( r^2 = 0.01, p < 0.05 \)). Threatened species came from smaller families (Monte Carlo, \( n = 10,000, p < 0.001 \)) and again this was not influenced by any particular threat category (Monte Carlo, \( n = 10,000, all p > 0.05 \)).

Because ranking by expected loss incorporated IUCN threat status, the two systems identified broadly similar sets of species. Of the 1090 threatened species, 1086 were captured in the first 1090 species ranked by equal splits (the missing taxa were the vulnerable species Nectarinia thomensis, Turdus celaenops, Turdus feae, and Turdus menachensis).

Ranking by expected loss did, however, order species differently. The addition of equal splits was expected to create a large difference if the correlation was weak, and
equal splits had reasonable variance. Indeed, there were only 68 species common to both the first 158 species ranked by threat (the CR species) and the first 158 ranked by expected loss. Ranking by expected loss chose 40% more total evolutionary history in the first 158 species, but only 2% more in the first 1090 species (Fig. 3).

**Discussion**

We considered how to incorporate a value of worth into conservation prioritization to help direct conservation action toward important species. An example of a potentially important species is the Plains Wanderer (*Pedionomus torquatus*). This species and 270 others are considered the 159th most important for conservation action according to the IUCN Red List. As the sole member of the family Pedionomidae, however, its equal-splits score was 53.6 MY of evolutionary history (compared with the average 8.139 MY). When this species’ evolutionary history “value” was incorporated in the prioritization approach with the expected-loss calculation, the species moved up 140 places to the 19th species most in need of conservation action.

Ranking species by the expected loss of genetic distinctness incorporated 40% more evolutionary history in the first 150 species when compared with ranking by the expected loss of species (i.e., the IUCN Red List). The two ranking approaches shared 99.6% of the first 1090 species, meaning that ranking by expected loss changed only the order of the threatened species. Importantly, conservation efforts will still be concentrated on largely the same cohort of species if they are applied based on our rankings.

Although threat and genetic distinctness are related, there was a large increase in the amount of genetic information captured in the first 150 species when prioritizing all species with a metric that included genetic distinctness and threat, as opposed to the one that contained only threat. This occurred because only an estimated 1% of the variation in the distribution of species within threat categories was explained by equal-splits values or species per family. This means threat is a poor surrogate for conserving genetic information and needs to be considered as a separate component when prioritizing species.

**Measures of Genetic Distinctness**

The U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service is one of few prioritization bodies that already assess species genetic distinctness when allocating resources. They use a system that, after a species has been awarded a score based on its threat status, gives a secondary score of 1 point to members of monotypic genera, 0 points to full species, and minus 1 point to subspecies. The final result is an overall species listing score that determines where each taxon will enter...
the Endangered Species List relative to the others already listed (Fay & Thomas 1983).

This measure is designed to be simple to apply (Andelman et al. 2004) and is essentially a categorical estimate of a taxon’s pendant edge value. Thus, this score is influenced by the shape of the tree toward the tips and does not take into account how close to the base of the tree the taxa are rooted. This distinction can be seen in the kiwi family (Apterygidae), which with three species, is not monotypic. Under the U.S. system, they would not receive any increased priority, despite the fact that they are genetically (and phenotypically) distinct from the majority of other bird species (May 1990).

Family species richness, as considered in this study, is another simple measure of evolutionary isolation. It offers more differentiation than the U.S. system, but again the overall shape of the family subtree, or its position relative to the root, has no impact on an individual species’ score. If all 9546 bird species were ranked by their family species richness in ascending order, the 3 kiwi species and 10 other taxa would rank as the 108th most evolutionarily isolated.

The equal-splits measure we propose captures different evolutionary “information” than family species richness, and although correlated, it has the potential to take into account the shape of the entire tree. With the equal-splits measure each kiwi species receives an evolutionary history value of 28.34 MY; equal to the 61st highest equal-splits value out of all species. The equal-splits score also has the advantage that it can be widely applied across taxonomic groups because it is measurable for both phylogenies and taxonomies. It is, however, measured from a particular root (here the root of the bird clade) and therefore is relative to the other species being considered, rather than being an absolute value.

Results of several studies show how measures of genetic distinctness respond to tree shape. These measures, when independently applied to the same clade, yield different levels of interspecies variation and contrasting weights to “basal” species and “pendant” species (Pavoine et al. 2005; A.O.M. et al., unpublished data). Rao (1982) states that the key properties of distinctness measures are their straightforward calculation and applicability to less-studied groups. Studies are needed to investigate the properties of such measures and how these correspond to the needs of the conservation community.

Combining Genetic Distinctness and Threat

In many countries (e.g., Canada’s Species at Risk Act, United Kingdom’s Wildlife and Countryside Act) there is strong link between threatened species lists and conservation legislation (Possingham et al. 2002). Therefore, either the individual listing procedures used in such legislation need to be altered in scope to incorporate other values deemed important by the scientific community, as the U.S. system adjusts a species listing priority number by its degree of taxonomic isolation, or a widely adopted approach of prioritizing species needs to be developed and put into practice.

A prioritization system (analogous to the U.S. approach) that builds on the framework of the widely used IUCN threat-listing protocols, could use a threshold of expected loss as one of many criteria to assign species to categories of conservation importance. This would ensure that species with more than an acceptable level of expected loss would be entered into priority categories above the level assigned by population parameters alone.

A key implementation problem of using an approach with broad categories, as in the U.S. system, is that there are only a few levels of conservation concern and therefore large numbers of species with equal priority. Another potential drawback is that this prioritization system would only increase the number of species considered worthy of protective measures and not downgrade those species with many close relatives.

The quantitative approach we used to create a prioritization metric (expected loss) is separate from but integrates threat status. It has the functional benefit that it reflects the true distribution of the input variables (i.e., highly distinct species receive much greater priority than moderately distinct species). It also produces a ranked order of species, rather than several groups with equal priority, and the combined quantitative values create understandable units (millions of years of evolutionary history that are expected to be lost in 100 years) rather than just a combined rank score, such as the listing-priority number.

By reflecting the distribution of the input variables accurately, expected loss is highly sensitive to the shape of a variable’s distribution, unlike the listing system used by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service. Our results showed that most species with high equal-splits values were in the LC and LR categories (85.3% of the upper 10th percentile), but only a few of these moved above the rank of any threatened species. This is because the LC, LR, and VU categories were, coincidently, given $p_e$ values with approximately the same difference in magnitude as between the highest and lowest equal-splits scores for all species. Therefore, ranking by expected loss as we have implemented it can only affect the intercategory order for most species within LC and LR. Whether this is a desirable characteristic is uncertain, and more work is needed in assigning $p_e$ values to individual species.

Unlike this analysis, previous example systems to combine threat and genetic distinctness measures (Weitzman 1993; Avise 2005) were based on very small groups of species (15 and 4, respectively) for which large amounts of detailed information was available. Avise (2005) suggests a mechanism which sums, for each species, the
weighted ranks of five different criteria (rarity, distribution, ecology, charisma, phylogeny), and Avise (2005) and Weitzman (1993) both advise that prioritization measures take into account the economic feasibility of conserving chosen species. These studies offer a possible path to development of our prioritization measure; however, it is important that such measures are simple enough to be applicable to data-poor species groups to ensure the widest taxonomic relevance.

Conclusion

Our study represents an initial step toward developing and incorporating a value of evolutionary importance into a species prioritization approach. We showed how threat status can be used, not as the only measure of conservation importance, but as a way to focus conservation attention on the important species we identified.

However it is incorporated, and whichever measure is used, it is imperative that this accessible and valuable information be included in conservation prioritization efforts. It seems inadvisable to risk the loss of large amounts of genetic information by waiting until valuable species have become highly threatened before conservation action occurs. Conservation scientists are working hard to understand the betting odds but also need to consider the value of chips being held.
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